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Relationship

Transitions

to add a point

second
moreover
finally
another
not only…but also

in the third place
subsequently
above all
again
similarly

equally important
furthermore
along with
nevertheless
notwithstanding

next
following
then
still
not unlike

to give an example

for example
to exemplify
a case in point
suppose that

for instance
analogous to
to demonstrate
in this instance

to illustrate
in the same manner
comparatively
in order to clarify

that is
such as
as well as
to show

to compare

in relation to
in like manner
in much the same way to the same extent
consistent with
uniformly
by the same token
identically
in a similar fashion
resembling

correspondingly
parallel to
in the same manner
equally important
in comparison

similarly
akin
equivalent
likewise
relative to

to contrast

though
and yet
in spite of
however
nonetheless
another distinction
unbalanced

even though
at the same time
even so
in contrast to
conversely
instead
divergent

although
despite
for all that
contrary to
to differ from
counter to
conflicting viewpoint

anti
against
still
unique
difference
unlike

to show cause/effect

accordingly
as a result
the outcome
as a consequence
eventually
because of
in view of
produced

owing to
in effect
the end result
consequently
subsequently
for this purpose
otherwise
generated

impact
due to
the aftermath
following that
created
for this reason
therefore
precipitated

since
thus
made
hence
produced
initiated
thereafter
induced

to show sequence/time

first
ultimately
initially
from this point
the following
immediately following

in the first place
at the onset
commencing with
concurrently
the next
subsequently

consequently
starting with
embark
secondly
after that
on the next occasion

once
at last
finally
later on
in turn
earlier

to conclude/sum up

in conclusion
the final
hence
in summary
consequently

in closing
to terminate
the final outcome
to sum up
as a result

last of all
thus in short
the end result
to recapitulate
in general

in brief
finally
therefore
all in all
in sum

to emphasize a point

by all means
especially
significantly
of major interest
the major point, reason
the utmost

without question
more important
of great concern
the most dramatic
extremely
overwhelmingly

undoubtedly
considerably more
even more important
definitely
exceedingly
to highlight

to be sure
absolutely
indeed
notably
above all
primarily

